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The beam-transfer line (BTL) was commissioned in March
1994 [1]. BTL has to inject proton beam from the existing
70 GeV accelerator (U–70) into the 600 GeV one (UNK–I [2])
under construction. An operator user-friendly interface for
UNK BTL controls is described. Interface is equipped with sufficient means allowing to operator by customary terms to interact with technological process. Working in real-time regime
program gives the possibilities: to control the BTL power supplies currents; to see the beam trajectory and profile along BTL;
to compare real and computed through the measured emittance
beam dimensions; to store archive data, etc. Working with statistical data of power supply current instabilities and beam trajectory displacements, program allows to do an estimation of
partial contributions of every element in the beam position instabilities.

I. MAGNETIC STRUCTURE AND
EQUIPMENT OF BTL
The injection channel of UNK [3] consists of three main
parts: beam extraction system from U–70, beam-transfer line to
UNK–I, and beam injection system into UNK–I. The extraction system consists of two full-aperture kicker-magnets KM–14
and KM–16, two septum-magnets SM–62 and SM–64, one
quadrupole lens Q–66 for preliminary focusing, and two correction magnets in horizontal and vertical planes.
The line-of-route correction in every plane is made by
eight correction stations disposed regularly along the line length.
Each of the stations consists of two pick-ups and two correctors,
the distance between them being a one-cell period. In total, the
injection channel embeds 52 bending dipoles, 88 quads and 56
various correctors.
The beam diagnostic system comprises 3 current monitors,
46 pick-ups, 26 beam profile monitors as well as beam loss and
halo monitors and 3 TV-screens.

II. BTL CONTROL SYSTEM
The BTL control system [4] is divided into four functional
subsystems:






magnet power supplies control;
beam diagnostics;
synchronization and dynamic interlock;
vacuum control.

Each of these subsystems has its own console computer
IBM PC 386 at the user’s working place. The console computers are linked through serial communication lines to subsystem multiplexers situated in three BTL technological buildings.
Each multiplexer combines subsystem controllers, which serve
the corresponding technological equipment.
The control system has three software levels:

 software of controllers and multiplexers providing realtime procedures of the equipment;
 resident programs of the console computers;
 high-level applications which represent the control system
shell and consist of programs set with convenient graphic
interface.
The third-level software is installed on one computer IBM
PC 386, linked to the console computers by LAN ”Ethernet”.

III. BTL CONTROL USER INTERFACE
The control system software was developed specially for
the injection channel and was supposed to make the equipment
on-line operation maximally convenient for the operator. The
high-level user interface of the BTL control system allows the
operator:
 to observe the physical structure of the whole transfer line
with current data of the beam position and profile, magnetics elements parameters;
 to scroll the last measurement data from the power supply
(PS) controllers and to change references of these supplies.
These data are presented as physical values;
 to make a quick simulation of the beam trajectory and to
correct the trace and focusing of the beam, using the measurement data;
 to accumulate and process statistical data from the beam
diagnostic devices and the PS. Statistics can be viewed in
form of tables and graphics.
The interface programs are written in ”C” language using
”Graphics Windows” package. It is presented in the form of
graphic windows set like that of ”Windows” system. Each window shows definite information by graphic or by table. In open
windows the information is automatically renewed after each
beam transfer cycle. In the windows there are horizontal and
vertical menus and buttons. In order to change the menu, to
switch between windows or to change the information in a window one should only press the standard set of function keys or
use the mouse. If it is necessary, the operator can call the ”Help
window” with the description of commands.
Fig.1 shows the window with BTL fragment. The graphic
images as icons of all magnets and beam diagnostic devices are
given in this scheme. Near the beam position monitors there are
indications to show the measurement data in form of adjustable
resistors. ”Invisible” buttons are hidden under the profile monitors and magnets images. By pressing those buttons with mouse
one can open windows either with the beam profile or with the
parameters of these magnets.
Magnets parameters table is given on fig.2. It contains the
calculated fields and gradients and corresponding PS currents
references, really measured PS currents and corresponding calculated magnets fields. Just after initialization the program calculates the fields and gradients of the magnets for a chosen energy, changes them into currents and sends as a data package

Figure 1: Window with the fragment of BTL.
to the console computer connected with the PS control. There
they are processed and written in the PS controllers. The magnetic fields-into-PS-currents conversion is carried out by using
the magnetic measurement results from the object-oriented BTL
data base. The table also represents relative deviations of the
real field in the magnets from calculated values.
The operator can change manually the magnetic fields or
corresponding PS current sets by typing their new values on the
keyboard. In this case the program watches for correctness of
the user’s action in order to keep the current deviations within
the tolerances.
The program permanently receives (apart from the operator’s action) data from the beam diagnostics and power supplies,
processes them and accumulates the statistics, calculates correlation coefficients between PS and beam position instabilities.
The PS currents changes from cycle to cycle are displayed in
the form of graphic in window ”Power supplies statistics”. The
statistics of the chosen PS is given.
The window ”Beam trace” presents the beam trajectory
along the whole channel in horizontal and vertical planes. The
trace is drawn according to the measured data of the beam position, profile and halo monitors.
The beam trace is corrected only by operator’s command in
the window ”Trace correction”. Fig.3 shows this window. The
table contains all correction dipoles, their status, corresponding
monitors and correlation coefficient between the corrector current and beam position. Each corrector can be switched off (status ”OFF”), switched on automatic mode (status ”AUTO”) or
switched on manual control (status ”HAND”). According to the
operator’s command the program calculates magnetic fields of

the correctors switched on automatic control mode. If it is necessary the operator switches some of the correctors on manual
control and sets the corrector magnetic field by hand in the window ”Parameters of magnet”. By simulation the operator can
view a expected trace after correction and write new current references in the PS controllers.
During calculations the program watches for the variation
range of currents and polarity of the correction dipoles. If it is
necessary to change the polarity the program informs the operator about it.
The convenience and visuality of the interface have made
the user work more efficient. This fact allowed one to launch
successfully the UNK beam transfer line in 1994.
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Figure 2: Window with the fragment of table ”Parameters of magnets”.

Figure 3: Window ”Trace correction”.

